Built with hand-selected and hand-tested components, the DLA-X970 produces exquisite quality images with JVC’s exclusive 4K e-shift4. This premium projector delivers 2000 lumens and an industry leading 160,000:1 native contrast ratio for strikingly clear images with screen sizes over 150 inches, and/or in high ambient light environments. The DLA-X970 is both THX and ISF certified.

- 2000 Lumens with High Power Lamp (PK-L2615U)
- 160,000:1 Native Contrast Ratio
- Three 1920 x 1080 0.7-inch D-ILA devices
- Built with hand selected components
- e-shift4 4K Precision 3840 x 2160 Projected Image
- Two 18Gbps HDMI/HDCP 2.2 Compatible Inputs
- THX® 3D Certified
- ISF (Imaging Science Foundation) Licensed
- Improved Multi Pixel Control (MPC) w/Auto Mode
- MPC works with 4K60P (up to 4:4:4) signals
- Low Latency Mode reduces gaming/PC frame delays
- New Auto HDR (w/HDR10 signal) plus Hybrid Log-Gamma
- Motion Enhance (2D, 3D, 4K) w/Upgraded CMD
- Digital Cinema Initiative (DCI) Color Space
- 1.4:1 to 2.8:1 motorized zoom lens w/Horizontal and Vertical offset
- Lens memory function memorizes 10 positions for focus, zoom and shift
- Control: Control4 SDDP / LAN / RS-232C / IR / 12V Screen Trigger Output / 3D Sync Output
- 5 Year Warranty

Note: Optional Active 3D Glasses (PK-AG3) and RF Emitter (PK-EM2) are required for viewing images in 3D.
4K Precision JVC e-shift4 Technology

The 4th generation of e-shift provides optimization for signals up to 4K, new Multiple Pixel Control features AUTO input mode detection for live broadcast or streaming events. Hybrid Log-Gamma is an additional HDR Gamma mode that is used for HDR content. HDR10 plus Hybrid Log-Gamma HDR content such as UHD Blu-ray discs incorporate extended dynamic range, 10bit color and wide BT.2020 color gamut. This demands exceptional specifications and exacting performance from display devices. DLA-X970 supports BT.709 and Digital Cinema Initiative (DCI) color gamut with BT.2020 color mapping, with high native contrast and bright vivid images to let you experience a full complement of HDR content. Hybrid Log-Gamma is an additional HDR Gamma mode that is used for live broadcast or streaming events.

**Specifications**

**X87**

- **Format**
  - 1080p/50 Hz, 1080p/60 Hz, 1080i/50 Hz, 1080i/60 Hz, 1080p/24 Hz, 1080p/50 Hz, 1080i/50 Hz, 1080i/60 Hz, 3840x2160/24Hz, 3840x2160/50Hz, 3840x2160/60Hz, 4096x2160/24Hz, 4096x2160/50Hz, 4096x2160/60Hz, 4096x2160/50Hz
- **HDMI Input**
  - 2 (Full Speed 18Gbps HDMI/HDCP 2.2 Compatible w/HDR)
- **3D Video**
  - 720p/50 Hz, 720p/50 Hz, 720p/60 Hz, 720p/60 Hz, 1080i/50 Hz, 1080i/60 Hz, 1080p/50 Hz, 1080p/60 Hz, 1080p/24 Hz, 1080p/50 Hz, 1080p/60 Hz, 1080p/24 Hz, 3840x2160/25Hz, 3840x2160/30Hz
- **HDMI Output**
  - 1
- **Components**
  - 1 (Mini jack, DC12V/100mA)
- **OSD**
  - 1 (Sub menu)
- **Digital Video Input**
  - 3840x2160/50Hz*1,2, 4096x2160/24Hz*1,2, 4096x2160/50Hz*2, 4096x2160/60Hz*2, 4096x2160/24Hz*1,2, 4096x2160/50Hz*2, 4096x2160/60Hz*2

**Optional Features**

- **3D Sync Emitter**
  - PK-EM2
- **3D Glasses**
  - PK-AG3
- **Power Lamp**
  - PK-L2615U

**Dimensions (unit: inches | mm)**

- **Front**
  - Top: 11/16" x 1 1/16" x 3 7/16"
  - Side: 3 9/16" x 2 61/64" x 13 1/4"
- **Bottom**
  - Top: 1/16" x 1/16" x 1/16"
  - Side: 1/8" x 1/4" x 1/8"
- **Weight (net) (lbs)**
  - 34.4

*JVC is the trademark or registered trademark of JVCKENWOOD Corporation.